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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 

manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 

Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 

Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 

against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  

II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 

themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways;  then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  

Call For Worldwide Global Increase In Number Of WICCA Teachers To Meet 
Accelerated Demand For Witchcraft Spell Teaching & Learning  
From: Ed Hubbard Witch School  & Katrina Kessler The Young Witches of Salem: 
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Salem, Ma (PRWEB) October 15, 2011--Have you ever considered learning Wicca and 

the Art of Witchcraft? Well stand in line, because there is a global shortage of teachers 

and the demand continues to grow. According to Witch School, within the next decade it 
is very likely that Wicca will be one of the largest religions in America, and there 

are simply not enough teachers to handle that demand. Wicca is America's 
Fastest Growing religion, and it is anticipated by some Christian religious experts 
that it will become the third largest religion in the United States early in the 21st 

century, behind only Christianity and Islam. “In the United States alone, there are 
now more than two hundred thousand registered witches and as many as 8 

million unregistered practitioners of „the craft‟.” Witch School believes that America 
is on the brink of awakening and discovering its inner magic, and this is changing belief 
systems around the world as well. How this change occurs depends on what people 

believe, and more people than ever are looking at Paganism and Wicca. Pagans have a 
different vision of everyday life where magic can occur in the workplace, alongside 

science and technology, among friends and co-workers, filling all those different places 
with a sense of awe and wonder. If Pagans are correct in their thinking, then they have 
a conduit to a whole other dimension that is outside of, and yet part of their already rich 

existence. They have a deep awareness of how much freedom individuals can 
truly have. 
 
Scott Johnson‟s Teachings: 
Witchcraft: The Emerging One World Religion 

September 14th, 2008  
The Deceptive Allure of Witchcraft , New Age and Near Death Experiences 

September 2nd, 2007  
Witchcraft Practices Biblically Exposed & Defined 

October 14th, 2007  
WWIII, Israel & Kabbalistic Witchcraft 

June 17th, 2007  
Biblically Exposing & Fighting New Age Witchcraft 

November 25th, 2007  

 
Black magic widespread in Middle East 

By ROB L. WAGNER / THE MEDIA LINE--22/10/2011   

Belief in witchcraft, spells, the occult and protective charms runs deep, despite religious 
and governmental bans against using magic. 
  

When Tara Omar was a young bride in her first marriage, she and her Moroccan 
husband took the youngest sister of a family friend i nto their home. On the day the 

young Moroccan woman arrived, she gave Omar a doll, which Omar promptly placed in 
a dresser drawer. 
 

When Omar told a friend of the doll, the friend suspected it was an item for black magic 
and suggested the doll be destroyed. Instead, Omar tossed it in the garbage. That’s 

when household items disappeared, the family dog barked incessantly, Omar started 
fighting with her husband and she began seeing strange insects in the house. When the 
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guest finally moved out, the couple found their bed sheets and an identical doll to 
Omar’s among the woman’s discarded belongings. 

 
The message to Omar was clear: The woman she invited into her home sought to 

destroy her happiness through black magic. 
 
Omar is since remarried to a Saudi and now lives in Riyadh. She runs the popular blog, 

Future Husbands and Wives of Saudis, a help website for non-Saudis marrying Saudis. 
As a quasi-marriage counselor for brides and grooms nervously entering Saudi society, 

Omar dispenses religious and practical advice to help ease the cultural shock. That 
includes providing insight to the real world concerns of black magic and the evil eye. 
 

“The truth is that all magic is haram [prohibited] and only leads to bad ends,” Omar told 
The Media Line. 

 
Belief in black magic runs deep in Saudi society. The issue was raised last month when 
the quasi-legislative body Shoura Council granted permission for Moroccan women to 

work as maids in Saudi households. Hundreds of Saudi women complained to the 
Council that granting Moroccan maids permission to work was tantamount to allowing 

the use of black magic in their homes to steal their husbands. Saudi wives complained 
the issue was not lacking trust in their husbands, but their men were powerless to ward 
off spells. 

 
While greeted with skepticism in western societies, Saudis would no more question the 

existence of black magic than they would Islam. In April of this year, members of the 
Saudi Commission for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice underwent special 
training in the Eastern Province to investigate black magic crimes. 

 
Casting spells is particularly common in Oman, Sudan, Yemen, Morocco and Indonesia. 

Turkey is a secular Muslim country, but protection against evil eye is deeply rooted in 
virtually all aspects of daily life. Tools of witchcraft include using lizards, dead birds, 
photographs, hair, thread, dirt, blood and red ink. Hiding places to place “spells” 

may be in bedrooms and under beds. Written spells generally contain the 
intended victim‟s name and one or two words to state the intention to do harm. 

 
In 2007, the religious police in Yanbu, Saudi Arabia, removed 23 black magic tokens, 
including knives and written spells on paper, from two graves in a cemetery. Black 

magic artists placed the tokens at the heads and feet of the corpses. 
 

Howaizan Muhammad,  told The Media Line that she had difficulty finding a job and 
failed in many interviews. And she hated the jobs she did find. She broke up with her 
fiancé and couldn’t find a husband. “My sister told me to read the surah Al-Baqarah to 

protect me against any spells ,” she says. “After 14 days, my father found a spell written 
on paper and in blood with my name on it on the roof under our water tank.” 

 



Muhammad says she had Indonesian maids at the time, but notes  that anybody could 
have left the spell. 

 
Sheikh Abu Philips, an Islamic scholar based in Qatar and the author of The Exorcist 

Tradition in Islam, told The Media Line that Muslims must not fight witchcraft with their 
own magic but refer to the Qur’an. “There are a number of Qur’anic texts that the 
Prophet said should be read with reflection as a means of removing or reducing the 

effects of black magic,” he says. “Eating adjuwah dates from Madinah is also a means 
of protection.” 

 
He notes there is a tendency to fight magic with magic, but it’s prohibited. “People 
should avoid charms, amulets and other things that people have proffered, which has 

become something of a business in the Muslim world.”  
 

Philips acknowledges that Moroccans have an “international reputation” among Muslims 
for practicing witchcraft, but cautions against overemphasizing Moroccans as master 
artists of voodoo. “Historically they [Moroccans] are most noted for it. But they are not 

much different than most in the Muslim world. Chechnya and Bosnia probably engage in 
it more.” 

 
“Fortune telling is not just sleight of hand tricks, but involves the spirit,” says 
Philips. “As evil, it‟s the same thing as black magic. Sharia proscribes the same 

punishment for both.”  

 

Omar points to ignorance and the absence of a strong foundation in the teachings of 
Islam that lead some Muslims to practice magic and evil eye. 
http://www.jpost.com/LandedPages/PrintArticle.aspx?id=242740  

 
Scott Johnson‟s Teachings: 

The Double Face of Islam 
October 9th, 2006  
Muslim/Islamic Religion/Hypocrisy Exposed 

December 16th, 2007 

 
What Real Witches During Halloween & Beyond 

All Hallow's Eve Is More Than Candy and Playtime For Some Members of Society.  
Halloween comes and goes for most of us. But for members of Wicca--one of the 

fastest growing religions in the world--the season of 
Samhain is a magic time. 

The Halloween Sabbat (celebration) concludes for 
Wiccans on November 1 with the final turn of the 
year-wheel. Mother Earth nods a sad farewell to 

the god who will be reborn at Yule (December 20), 
and the life cycle begins anew. This is a time to 

honor the Earth Mother, remember the Ancients, 
and revere the Horned god of the Hunt. 
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According to the Celtic Almanac, the Wiccan year begins following Halloween. The 
seasonal scenario that follows is reminiscent of the earth goddess and god cults of 

ancient civilizations. 
* Yule is on December 20 and celebrates the goddess giving birth to the Sun god  

Tammuz. 
* Saturnalia (now on December 25th) was the Roman pagan holiday marking 
the winter solstice. It was named after the Roman god Saturn, in his aspect 

of the god of seed and planting. It was originally celebrated on December 17th, 
but by the late of the late Republic it was celebrated from December 17th to 

December 23rd. The Emperor Augustus tried to limit the time of celebration to 
three days, but it was expanded to five under the Emperor Caligula. In the 
Roman calendar, the Saturnalia was designated a holy day, or holiday, on which 

religious rites were performed. The Temple of Saturn, the oldest temple in Rome, 
had been dedicated on the Saturnalia, and the woolen bonds which fettered the 

feet of the ivory cult statue within were loosened on that day to symbolize the 
liberation of the god.  It also was a festival day. After sacrifice at the temple , 

there was a public banquet, which Livy says was introduced in 217 BC. 

Afterwards, the celebrants shouted " Io, Saturnalia!" at a riotous feast in the 
temple. The Saturnalia was the most popular holiday of the Roman year. Catullus 

describes it as "the best of days," and Seneca complains that the "whole mob 
has let itself go in pleasures." Cross-dressing, parties, masquerades, and 
merriment of all kinds prevailed. The Catholic Chruch in the 4th Century 

assigned December 25th as Christ's birthday (and hence Christmas) 
because pagans already observed this day as a holiday. In this way the 

problem of eliminating an already popular holiday would be sidestepped, thus 
making the Christianizing of the population easier. It is almost certain that the 
actual birthday of Christ was not in midwinter, since the gospels speak of 

shepherds tending their flocks, not something done in the cold in central Judea.  
 

Scott Johnson‟s Teaching:  
X-Mas: The Biggest Pagan Holiday/Holyday of the Year 

 

* The next season is Imbolc and marks the recovery of the goddess after giving 
birth to the god. 

* The Spring Equinox (Ostara) marks the first day of Spring. The goddess 
awakes as the days grow longer and the light overtakes the darkness. The 
goddess fills the earth with fertility. 

* Easter: 
You Probably Know This Woman!  

Issue Date: January/February 2007--By David W. Daniels She was the goddess of the 

moon and of the morning/evening star (Venus). People who spoke different languages 
called her by other names. Some of them are Hecate, Astarte, Aphrodite, Venus, Isis, 
Semiramis and Ishtar (The fertility goddess which is where we derive the word 
Easter). Note: Easter is the first Sunday after the first new moon of another pagan 

holiday known as Ostara which March or 21st or 22nd. The Goddess Ostara (AKA: 
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Ishtar), for whom "Easter" is named. Ostara as well as Easter is one of the 
Illuminati's Human Sacrifice Nights  

She is also known as the Roman Catholic “Virgin Mary” goddess.  
Her son had many names as well. Some of them are Horus, Harpocrates, Mithras, Sol 

Invictus, Hercules, Attis and Tammuz. What do these god-babies have in common? 
Well, for one, they were all born on December 25th.  Which is where we derive the 
pagan celebration of Christmas from, which was originally known by the Romans 

as Saturnalia.  December 21-22 -- Winter Solstice/Yule. One of the Illuminati's 
Human Sacrifice Nights December 21- 22 -- Yule -- When the sun begins its 

northward trek in the sky, and days began to grow longer again, pagans 
celebrated the Winter Solstice by burning the Yule log. Since the sun had 
reversed itself and was now rising in the sky, pagans believed this was a sign 

that the human sacrifices carried out in Samhain (Halloween) had been accepted 
by the gods.   

Scott Johnson‟s Teaching:  
Easter/Ishtar: Paganism Repackaged 
 

* Beltane (AKA Mayday) celebrates the transformation of the boy god into 
manhood. He is filled with lust for the goddess and lies with her in the grass. The 

earth becomes pregnant with her vitality. Crops begin to grow. Flowers bloom. 
* Litha (midsummer) arrives as the powers of nature escalate. The Earth Mother 
is filled with ferti lity. Wiccans practice numerous kinds of magic during this 

season. 
* The next season is Lughnasadh, the time of the first harvest. The Wiccan god 

begins to lose his strength as the Sun rises higher each day. The nights grow 
longer. The god begins to die. 
* Mabon is the completion of the harvest. The Wiccan god suffers death, draws 

back into darkness, and waits to be reborn at Yule. 
---------------------------------- 

CE-Doc-DVD-10 - DVD-America's Occult Holidays, DVD #2 in 
'Secrets of the Illuminati' series by Former Satanist Doc 
Marquis Former Satanist, Doc Marquis, begins by 

demonstrating how the Illuminati effected the change in our 
calendar and how that change has affected a dramatic change 

in our everyday lives. The Illuminati copied heathen holidays 
from Satanism and then just gave them Christian names. You 
will be shocked to realize how very pagan our annual 

celebrations are! You will be shocked to realize how most of 
the symbols used in our holidays originated within Satanism.  

Doc covers the following pagan holidays most of which 
America fervently celebrates. 1) America's Occult Calendar -- 

Marquis reveals how our entire calendar is patterned after Illuminism, from 

January 1 through December 31! 2) Valentine‟s Day/Groundhog Day 3) St. 
Patrick's Day 4) Easter 5) Beltaine - May 1 - May Day 6) Halloween (Samhain) 7) 

Christmas (Yule) With pagan holidays spread throughout the calendar year, you 
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have time to warn your friends and relatives of the dangers of practicing these 
holidays. Nearly 3 hours long.  

Too many Christians are enthusiastically celebrating Luciferian holidays, thinking 
they are Christian. Once you understand how very pagan America and the rest of 

the Western world has become, you can see how God's judgment cannot be far 
behind.  
Download printable Occult calendar shown in this video  

Doc Marquis only uses the King James Bible  

-------------------------------------------------  

The Wicca year-cycle described above is similar to concepts held by early pagans who 
viewed the natural world with awe and superstition. Ancients watched the changing of 
the seasons and wondered about the life and death of crops. They perceived such 

natural processes as mystic, and developed fertility cults with gods and goddesses who 
died and were reborn. The worship of the earth's "spirit" as a mother, and the 

incarnation of the earth's fertility forces within dying gods and goddesses, developed 
into one of the most widespread forms of paganism in antiquity. 
Whether it was Inanna of the Sumerians, Ishtar of the Babylonians, or Fortuna of 

the Romans, every civilization had a sect of religion based on the embodiment of 
the earth's spirit as a caring mother-goddess. The Egyptians worshipped Hathor 

in this way, as did the Chinese, Shingmoo. The Germans worshipped Hertha as 
the great Mother Earth, and the apostate Catholics idolized "the queen of 
heaven." In Greece, the queen of the Olympian goddesses and Mother Earth was 

Hera. Before her was Gaia (Gaea), the creator-mother earth, and beneath her were 
many other earth goddesses including Demeter, Artemis, Aphrodite, and Hecate.  

 
The principal idea was, and evidently sti ll is among 
Wiccans, that the Earth is a sentient being. The 

ancient and universally accepted idea that the 
"living Earth" was also a fertile mother was 

conceptualized in different ways and in various 
goddess myths and images throughout the ancient 
world. In The Golden Asse, by second century 

Roman philosopher Lucius Apuleius, the spirit of the 
earth was perceived as a feminine force that could 

express i tself at various times and to different people within the goddess mothers.   
….The earth spirit responds to Lucius: 

Behold Lucius I am come, thy weeping and prayers hath mooved me to 

succour thee. I am she that is the natural mother of all things, mistresse 
and governesse of all the elements, the initial progeny of worlds, chiefe of 

powers divine, Queene of heaven, the principall of the Gods celestiall, the 
light of the goddesses: at my will the planets of the ayre [air], the 
wholesome winds of the Seas, and the silence of hell be disposed; my 

name, my divinity is adored throughout all the world in divers manners, in 
variable customes and in many names, for the Phrygians call me the 

mother of the Gods: the Athenians, Minerva: the Cyprians, Venus: the 
Candians, Diana: the Sicilians, Proserpina: the Eleusians, Ceres: some 
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Juno, other Bellona, other Hecate: and principally the aethiopians, Queene 
Isis. 

One could assume, based on such texts, that a single spiritual source (or realm) 
energized the many goddess myths. Likewise, in the ancient Hymn, To Earth, The 

Mother Of All, Homer illustrates how the earth-spirit was universally involved in the 
affairs and lives of nations.  
 

From these and other ancient records, it is obvious that the earth was more than an 
agricultural or herbaceous facility to the pagans. She was the personable and "eldest 

of all beings," the "holy goddess," the "bountiful spirit," the all -nourishing mother 
of men who manifested herself within the popular idols and mother goddesses . 

Modern Wiccans and neo-pagans perceive the earth similarly, often referring to the 

earth as Gaia--a living, caring entity. We are told that people are just one of Mother 
Earth's species, not her ruler. She provides the living biosphere -- the region on, above, 
and below her surface where created things, both physical and spiritual, live. During 
the Samhain sabbot (Halloween), pagans celebrate the time when the veil 
between the living and the dead is at its thinnest, a period when those spirits 

beneath Gaia's surface can more easily communicate with the living. 

 

Wiccans might find it interesting that many Christian theologians agree with the idea 
that the physical earth contains spiritual forces. For instance, in the Book of Revelation, 
chapter nine and verse fourteen, we read of "the four angels which are bound in the 

great river Euphrates." Likewise, in Job 26:5, we find "Dead things are formed from 
under the waters."  

Additional biblical references indicate that within the earth is a kind of holding tank, or 
prison, where God has bound certain fallen entities. (2 Pet. 2:4; Jude 6) Other evil 
spirits seek to communicate with, or participate in the affairs of humanity as is defined in 

Scripture. The Hebrew people were warned that earth spirits pretending to be gods 
might seek communion with men, and, when the witch of Endor communicated with the 

same, they ascended up from "out of the earth" (1 Sam. 28:13). It would seem 
therefore, based on such Scriptures, that the dynamic or energy behind the earth-
goddess-spirits of Halloween is indeed real, and, according to Christian doctrine, 

identical with the legions of fallen spiritual forces bound within the earth. 
As in antiquity, those who practice modern paganism are gui lty of worshipping "devils" 

(Rev. 9:20). The dogma once embraced and that continues through such earth-centric 
paganism as Wicca is defined in scriptures as the "doctrines of devils." The Apostle 
Paul said, "the things which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils" (1 Cor. 

10:20).  
Thus, pagan images, such as those that represented the ancient gods and goddesses 

were the living dynamics of idolatry and spiritual objects of pagan adoration: which are 
demons, devils and fallen angels. 

Because the Bible clearly defines such goddess worship as the homage of evil spirits, 

and since they are eternal personalities that desire the worship of humans, it is fair to 
characterize Wiccan deities, including their gods, goddesses, and Horned god of the 

Hunt, as neo-pagan titles attributed to evil spirits. 
 

http://www.raidersnewsupdate.com/ghostbuster.htm


Scott Johnson‟s Teaching: 
Halloween, Human Sacrifice, Stonehenge and the Wicker Man  

 
The New Testament tells the story of presenting the Gospel to pagans. It records 

conversions to Christ and the abandonment of earth-centered goddess cults.  
The worship of Diana in Ephesus was another stronghold of earth-centered goddess 
cults. Dianic witchcraft was the greatest unifying religion among all pagan people up to 

that time. It took 220 years to build the massive temple to Diana in Ephesus. Yet when 
Paul preached the Gospel of Jesus to the Ephesians, "Many of them also which used 

curious arts brought their books together, and burned them before all men: and 
they counted the price of them, and found it fifty thousand pieces of silver. So 
mightily grew the word of God and prevailed" (Acts 19:17-20). 

May we with joy declare such a life-changing Gospel and not be ashamed "of the 
gospel of Christ: for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one that 

believeth; to the Jew first, and also to the Greek" (Rom. 1:16). 
http://www.raidersnewsupdate.com/ghostbuster-wicca.htm  

DHS Announces Halloween Checkpoints In Tennessee To Keep Children Safe 

Paul Joseph Watson--Infowars.com--October 28, 2011 

Following the announcement that TSA agents would be involved in manning 
highway checkpoints in Tennessee, the State‟s Homeland Security Commissioner 

said yesterday that a raft of new “security checkpoints” would be in place over 
the Halloween period to “keep roadways safe for trick-or-treaters”. 

 
“State Troopers will be conducting safety checkpoints, sobriety roadblocks, saturation 

patrols and other enforcement techniques to look for aggressive or impaired drivers,” 
over the next few days, in order to “keep roadways safe for trick-or-treaters,” according 

to Department of Safety and Homeland Security Commissioner Bill Gibbons, whose 
office’s role includes “terrorism prevention”. 
Since the Jackson Sun has already announced where the checkpoints will be located, 

enabling any bad guys to avoid them, is this really about keeping the kids safe or is it 
about revenue generation? 

States raise much-needed cash from impounding vehicles from unlicensed drivers, but 
legal precedent dictates that the checkpoints would be in violation of the 4th 
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amendment and therefore unconstitutional unless “public safety” can be cited as a 
pretext. Hence, they’re labeled DUI checkpoints and every traveler has their protection 

against unreasonable searches and seizures violated. 
If it’s “for the chi ldren,” then the constitution is null and void.  

Apparently, because one person was killed in a car crash in Tennessee las t Halloween, 
that justifies the bill of rights being discarded in favor of Soviet-style checkpoints. 
 

In reality, this represents another example of how Homeland Security has stepped way 
beyond its mandate and is becoming a literal occupying force in America. 

Earlier this month, it was announced that Transportation Security Administration officials 
would be manning highway checkpoints in Tennessee targeting truck drivers.  
After public outrage, the TSA attempted to neutralize the controversy by claiming that 
the inspections were carried out by State Troopers (the TSA agents were there to try 
to recruit truck drivers into becoming snitches for the „See Something, Say 

Something‟ campaign), and that the checkpoints were merely temporary. 

In reality, the program was the latest phase of the TSA’s rapidly expanding VIPR 
program, under which TSA agents have been deployed to shake down Americans at 

everywhere from bus depots, to ferry terminals, to train stations, in one instance 
conducting pat downs of passengers, including children, who had already completed 

their journey when arriving in Savannah. 
So let’s not concern ourselves with the fact that Homeland Security Secretary Janet 
Napolitano admitted to how her department was authorizing illegal aliens , felons who 

have knowingly broken the law, to work inside the United States, so long as we’re safe 
in the knowledge that Americans will be getting searched at checkpoints in order to take 

care of trick-or-treating children this Halloween – that’s what really matters. 
Similar/Related Articles 

 

 TSA begins VIPR highway inspections in Tennessee 

 DHS, Military Police, Law Enforcement Plan Checkpoint in Tennessee 

 Car seizures at DUI checkpoints prove profitable for cities, raise legal 
questions 

TSA Invades Roads & Highways With VIPR Checkpoints  

 New law in Louisiana prevents the use of cash for second hand 
transactions: http://www.klfy.com/story/15717759/second-hand-dealer-law 

 Homeland Security Sets up Suspicionless Checkpoints Along Roads in 
Washington State 

 Texas Gov. Perry Favors Unconstitutional Checkpoints 

 Drivers face drug checkpoints on highways near Flint 

 
Persecution 
John 16:2:  "yea, the time cometh, that whosoever killeth you will think that he 

doeth God service."  
II Timothy 3:12:  “Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer 

persecution."   
John 15:20:  "Remember the word that I said unto you, The servant is not greater 
than his lord. If they have persecuted me, they will also persecute you..."  
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I Peter 4:12-19:  "Beloved, think it not strange concerning the fiery trial which is to 
try you, as though some strange thing happened unto you: But rejoice, inasmuch 

as ye are partakers of Christ's sufferings; that, when his glory shall be revealed, 
ye may be glad also with exceeding joy. If ye be reproached for the name of 

Christ, happy are ye; for the spirit of glory and of God resteth upon you: on their 
part he is evil spoken of, but on your part he is glorified. But let none of you 
suffer as a murderer, or as a thief, or as an evildoer, or as a busybody in other 

men's matters. Yet if any man suffer as a Christian, let him not be ashamed; but 
let him glorify God on this behalf. For the time is come that judgment must begin 

at the house of God: and if it first begin at us, what shall the end be of them that 
obey not the gospel of God? And if the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall 
the ungodly and the sinner appear? Wherefore let them that suffer according to 

the will of God commit the keeping of their souls to him in well doing, as unto a 
faithful Creator."  

Matthew 24:10 &12:  And then shall many be offended, and shall betray one 
another, and shall hate one another.  And because iniquity shall abound, the love 
of many shall wax cold.  

 
18 Examples Of How Christians Are Being Specifically Targeted By Big Brother  

The American Dream--September 28, 2011 
When the freedom of speech of one group is being threatened, it is a threat to all of us.   

 
The truth is that any individual or group that does not “fit in” with the new “politically-
correct” global system that is emerging is going to be persecuted sooner or later.   In our 
society today, it has become quite fashionable to bash Christians.  In fact, I am quite 

certain that some of the comments that get left after this article will say really horrible 
things about Christians.  But after “Big Brother” is done with the Christians, are you sure 

that they will not come after you next?  When I speak of “Big Brother”, I am not just 
speaking of the government.  In today’s world, giant corporations and the mainstream 
media also play instrumental roles in the totalitarian police state prison grid that is being 

constructed all around us.  The elite control the government, they run nearly all of the 
major corporations and they own most of the major media outlets.  Anyone that does 

not “conform” to their system is a threat.  As time goes by, the persecution of those that 
attempt to “rebel” against their system is only going to become more intense.  
The following are 18 examples of how Christians are being specifically targeted 

by “Big Brother”…. 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/18-examples-of-how-christians-are-being-specifically-targeted-by-big-brother


#1 Home Bible studies are now banned in the city of San Juan Capistrano, 
California.  According to city officials, regular gatherings “of more than three 

people” in private homes are simply not allowed.  One couple that has held home 
Bible studies for years has already been fined twice and is being threatened with 

even more fines. 
#2 Paypal has initiated “formal investigations” of a large number of Christian websites 

and organizations.  Apparently, many of these investigations have been launched due 

to concerns that these websites and organizations do not hold to a “politically-correct” 
view of sexuality. 

According to WorldNetDaily, Paypal has targeted include Americans For Truth, Last 
Days Watchman and a host of other Christian organizations including “Abiding Truth 
Ministries, New Generation Ministries, Noua Dreapta of Romania, Truth in Action 

Ministries, Dove World Outreach, Faith Word Baptist Church, Family Research Institute 
and American Society for the Defense of Traditional Family”.  
#3 In Wichita, Kansas last year, a Christian minister was handcuffed and hauled off to 

jail by police for sharing the gospel and handing out tracts to Muslims on a public 
sidewalk.  Apparently freedom of speech does not apply on the public sidewalks of 

America any longer. 
#4 In the UK, police recently threatened a cafe owner with arrest for silently playing a 

Bible DVD on a small television on the back wall of his cafe.  The following is an excerpt 
from a Daily Mail article about this incident…. 
Mr Murray, 31, was left shocked after he was questioned for nearly an hour by the 

officers, who arrived unannounced at the premises. 
He said he had turned off the Bible DVD after an ‘aggressive inquisition’ during which 

he thought he was going to be arrested and ‘marched out of the cafe like a criminal’. 
#5 Last year, a high school student in Southern California was suspended for two 

days because he had private conversations with his classmates during which he 

discussed Christianity.  He was also banned from bringing his Bible to school ever 
again. 
#6 Big cable networks regularly feature “comedians” that love to mock Christians.  For 

example, HBO “comedian” Bill Maher recently stated that “there’s a term for people who 
hate charity and love killing: Christian“. 

If that had been said about another minority group, it would have made front page 
headlines for weeks. 
#7 Down in Texas, the Department of Veteran Affairs actually tried to ban prayers that 

include the words “God” or “Jesus” during funeral services for veterans. 
#8 In North Carolina last year, a pastor was dismissed from his chaplain duties for 

praying in the name of Jesus. 
#9 An unclassified Department of Homeland Security report published a couple years 

ago entitled “Right-wing Extremism: Current Economic and Political Climate Fueling 
Resurgence in Radicalization and Recruitment” claims that a belief in Bible prophecy 
“could motivate extremist individuals and groups to stockpile food, ammunition and 

weapons.”  The report goes on to state that such people are potentially dangerous. 
#10 Back on February 20, 2009, the State of Missouri issued a report entitled “MIAC 

Strategic Report: The Modern Militia Movement“.  That report warned that the following 
types of people may be potential terrorists…. 
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*anti-abortion activists 
*those that are against illegal immigration 

*those that consider “the New World Order” to be a threat 
*those that have a negative view of the United Nations 
#11 All over the nation, “child protection agencies” are ripping an inordinate 
number of children out of Christian homes.  In many of these cases the parents 
believe in homeschooling their children or they do not believe in having their 

children vaccinated. 
#12 On June 18, 2010 two Christians decided that they would peacefully pass out 

copies of the gospel of John on a public sidewalk outside a public Islamic festival in 
Dearborn, Michigan and within three minutes 8 police officers surrounded them and 
placed them under arrest. 
#13 A Christian consultant was recently fired by Bank of America and by Cisco because 

they discovered a book that he had written that expressed Christian viewpoints about 

social issues. 
#14 A while back, a federal judge actually ruled that the University of California can 

deny course credit to applicants from Christian high schools that use textbooks that 

teach that it was God who created the earth. 
#15 Back in 2009, one 8 year old boy in Massachusetts was sent home from school and 

was forced to undergo a psychological evaluation because he drew a picture of Jesus 
on the cross. 
#16 The Obama administration has announced that there is a whole host of laws that it 

will not be enforcing, but one thing that the Obama administration has chosen to do is 
to aggressively pursue lawsuits against anti-abortion protesters. 
#17 During a Congressional hearing earlier this year, U.S. Representative Sheila 

Jackson Lee warned that “Christian militants” might try to “bring down the country” and 
that such groups need to be investigated. 
#18 According to a shocking FBI document obtained by Oath Keepers, the FBI 

definition of “suspicious activity” now includes making “extreme religious statements” 

and believing in “radical theology“. 
The good news is that there sti ll is at least a limited amount of religious freedom in 
America.  It may soon be gone, but at least we are in better shape than most of the 

globe. 
Almost 70 percent of the population of the world now lives in countries where 

religious activities are highly restricted. 

The sad truth is that the entire planet is moving away from freedom of religion.  
That is a right that we are supposed to be guaranteed under the U.S. Constitution, but it 

should be obvious to everyone that our right to religious freedom is rapidly dying.  
Once they take some of our rights away, it will be much easier for them to take all the 

rest of our rights away. 
http://www.infowars.com/18-examples-of-how-christians-are-being-specifically-
targeted-by-big-brother/  

 
Electric skin implants sign of the BEAST be warned  

Anyone concerned about civil liberties should be very concerned about this video from 
Bloomberg. Electronics have now been developed that are strechable to wear as a 
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"tattoo". These devices can also be surgically implanted. 
When we consider where the financial system is headed, is this the precursor of 

electronic "cash" where no one will be able to buy or sell if they refuse these devices?  
Revelation 13:16-18  

New World Order: Implantable RFID chips capable of remotely killing non-
compliant 'slaves' are here 

by Ethan A. Huff, staff writer(NaturalNews) Positioned as the solution to eliminating 
identify theft, lost wallets and purses, and a host of other information breaches, the all-

inclusive implantable RFID tracking chip is gaining momentum for widespread 
implementation. Recent news reports indicate that an RFID tracking chip capable of 

killing humans (that presumably do not comply with rogue government demands) has 
already been invented. 
 

There is simply no denying the fact that "the powers that be" are working towards 
microchipping all of humanity. Countless news reports, including those compiled in the 

following YouTube clip, openly speak of microchips designed for implant into human 
skin: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yl2L... 

 
But what many people do not realize is that this technology exists now, and has already 

been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for use in humans. Not 
only do these chips "silently and invisibly" store and transmit personal data, but they can 
also be encoded to perform a variety of other functions 

(http://arstechnica.com/old/content/...). 
 

Beginning at 00:42, the YouTube clip contains a segment on a "killer" RFID microchip 
that, upon being remotely triggered, can send a lethal dose of cyanide into a person's 
skin. The FOX News reporter that introduces the segment can be heard saying that the 

chip "will kill you if you get out of line"  (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yl2L...). 
 

Later in the YouTube compilation around 04:45, Chairman and CEO of Applied Digital 
Solutions Scott Silverman, who happens to have a "VeriChip" in his own arm, promotes 
the technology as useful and beneficial during a CNBC segment. Several of the hosts 

can be heard questioning Silverman about the "slippery slope" of the technology, and 
how it could be used to control the world's populations. 

 
The PositiveID Corporation, which produces the VeriChip, has also announced that the 
Israeli Military recently ordered implantable microchips for its soldiers. The stated 

reason for this is that the chips will supposedly aid in "disaster preparedness and 
emergency management" (http://www.rfidnews.org/2011/10/11/...). 

 
Assuming that they will only be used for the benign-sounding purposes that their 
proponents claim (which is highly unlikely), human microchips are a privacy nightmare. 

Because human microchips transmit information via RFID and GPS signals, criminals 
can easily hijack personal information by intercepting transmission signals.  
Sources for this article include: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yl2LMmwteCA
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Scott Johnson‟s Teachings: 
The National ID & The Mark of the Beast 
September 2nd, 2007 |  

The Real ID, the Implantable Microchip and the Mark of the Beast 
July 8th, 2007 |  

The HEXagram & the Mark of the Beast 
September 23rd, 2007 | 

White House death panel, fully operational: Secret panel can put Americans on 

'kill list' 05 Oct 2011 American militants like Anwar al-Awlaki are placed on a kill or 

capture list by a secretive panel of senior government officials, which then informs the 
president of its decisions, according to officials. There is no public record of the 
operations or decisions of the panel, which is a subset of the White House's 
National Security Council, several current and former officials said. Neither is there 

any law establishing its existence or setting out the rules by which it is supposed to 
operate. The panel was behind the decision to add Awlaki, a U.S.-born militant preacher 

with alleged 'al Qaeda' connections, to the target list. He was killed by a CIA drone 
strike in Yemen late last month. 
This panel is purely dictatorial, with no oversight, no rules and no written 
records! 

We have been warning for the 10 years since the attacks of 9/11 that the REAL reason 
for the attacks was to overthrow the Constitution and implement the most powerful, 

most intrusive and the most anti-christian government the world had ever seen! We 
warned that the "War On Terror" was a sham designed to set the precedent that 
American citizens whose names are Arabic can be imprisoned for a life-time without 

charges, without right to a trial and without a right to legal defense; once that precedent 
had been set, then Americans not of Arabic descent can be placed on this list.  

Some discerning Americans are very upset that American citizens could be placed on 
this "Kill List". 
Now we get to the point that "Leftist, Liberal" Obama is simply continuing the eradication 

program started by "Rightist, Conservative Bush!  
When President Obama coldheartedly betrayed his Liberal, Leftist supporters on this 

War On Terror in pursuing "terrorists" even more strongly than did President Bush, you 
are brought again to the brutal reality that Obama is following the Illuminati script just as 
thoroughly as did President Bush. Furthermore, by extension, we are also brought face-

to-face with the hard fact that there is no real difference between Republican and 
Democrat Parties, as the leadership of both parties is equally committed to the New 

World Order Plan. 
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm  

Trapped in Amerika, a fasco-communist police state 

Politics / US Politics Oct 28, 201--By: Jeff_Berwick 

As Americans are waking up to the fasco-communist police state that surrounds them 
and realize that the economy in the US will never recover until after the US dollar 
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hyperinflates into worthlessness, we receive more and more emails with sad stories and 
desperate cries for help. 

 
The stories are often truly sad and usually entail abuse by the police or the state 

or being wiped out by the corrupt educational system or medical system which 
are fascist systems now designed to indebt and take as much wealth from 
Americans as possible. 

 

There is nothing we can do to change the past, obviously. Where we can help, however, 

is in the here and now. Before I go into some thoughts and ideas to help those who feel 
like they are trapped in Amerika, here is an email we received today that is quite 
representative of the hundreds of emails we receive every single day: 

 
    Mr. Berwick, After reading your article, "The US is Fast Becoming a Third World 

Police State", I had to say something. I am in total agreement and wish we could leave 
the country. But the average middle American has by now been financially 
handicapped. We at one time had a farm and quite a bit of money in the stock market. 

Now we are lucky to own our little farm out right, but all other assets have vanished. A 
medical emergency…wiped us out. My father had the same problem in the 1970s and it 

cost about $12,000. For me it was $164,000. Just for the four day hospital stay. I was 
lucky to of been sent to a "charity" rich hospital. But I was still left with several thousand 
in medical bills I have had to make payments on. I was not in ICU, this is what they 

charge for a hospital stay now. And what is scary is the fact if I had the insurance I 
would of still been saddled with $30-40,000 of debt. So, I was probably lucky I didn't 

have it. 
My husband hasn't been able to find a job in 4 years. I am lucky to work at a school. But 
the bottom line is that we are living on next to nothing. But a few years ago we WERE 

middle class Americans. Now we have no savings and live paycheck to paycheck. So, 
your advice is only good for the folks that are WAY above average now. No one I work 

with could do what you suggest. And with the inflation coming home to roost....we will 
be lucky to keep food on our table. 
Toni in the Pacific Northwest 

 
This is very typical of the stories we hear regularly. It is really heart-wrenching to hear 

people who sound so despondent. There are reasons to keep your head up, however. 
Allow me to make some general comments. 
First, for all those in the US today who still have jobs and still have assets, take heed of 

the many who were in your position only a few years ago and now are impoverished 
and left with much fewer options. If your work is in any way tied in to the finance 

industry or government, consider that you have very little time left before you will no 
longer be employed. The financial industry has been built on 40 years of fiat 
currency based debt... it has been an illusion. It was not real wealth created and 

when the US dollar based financial system collapses it will leave a black-hole in 
the financial industry that will make Black Monday feel like the best of times. 

Government jobs, as well, are all illusionary and dependent on the printing of money to 
continue. 



 
If you have extra income, stop all unneccesary consumption and save as much as 

possible - but, of course, not in US dollars. Put your savings into gold and silver.  
Comment: This is a partial response to a listener who feels because of  Eze. 7:19 

we should never use gold or silver: OK what would you have Christians do in regard 

to money? At present we can only really use the worthless fiat paper money our 
wonderful government has given us that is backed by nothing.  Gold and Silver since 

antiquity (and in the Bible) has always been used as a "just" way to engage in 
commerce. So are you telling me the unjust paper money that is issued is better than 

gold or silver? Do you not use any money in your day to day life?  They cast their gold 
and silver into the streets because they are under God's judgment for being 
wicked and trusting in this very same gold and silver to deliver them.  This same 

dynamic would not be true of Bible believing, born again Christians. 
Eze 7:19   They shall cast their silver in the streets, and their gold shall be removed: 

their silver and their gold shall not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of the 
LORD: they shall not satisfy their souls, neither fill their bowels: because it is the 
stumblingblock of their iniquity. 
 
And, if you've had the idea to expatriate, do it now while you still have the 

financial means to support yourself for the first few months or years until you can 
make a life for yourself somewhere else. 

IF YOU HAVE NO JOB OR ASSETS All is not lost if you've been wiped out. 

Just because you have no job or job prospects in the US does not mean there aren't 
plenty of opportunities elsewhere. For Americans, look no further than Canada. Canada 

cannot find enough people to work in the Oil Sands - and many of those jobs are six-
figure jobs, even for basic labor. As well, other mining camps in Canada are in the 

same situation. And Canada is easy enough, you could take a bus there. Look up 

Canadian mining companies (most are listed on the TSX and TSX-Venture exchange), 
call them about work and even just go up and talk with them. 

 
Remember, to think outside-the-box. The world of "go to college, get job for life" is over. 
Now we live in the "go to college, undertake huge amounts of debt, destroy your life".  

Educate yourself and find inventive ways to make yourself of value to others. 
…… 
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